ONE PIECE of LEGISLATION
Includes the political goals of voters,
left, right and center
in one piece of national legislation.

GETS VOTERS WHAT THEY WANT
90% of Americans can get what we want most
by compromising on issues we care less about.

FULFILLS ALL MISSIONS Together
Including all our issues allows us to
fulfill ALL our missions at once.

ENDS the DIVIDE
Americans can now combine their power
and focus it on a single common goal.

UNITES AMERICA
Allows further unity behind brilliant solutions
to chronic non-polarizing systemic problems.

NO more TIME
Our politicians are too stalemated and corrupt
to pass piece by piece all the legislation we need.
It took Valentine 50,000 hours over 45 years.

SPEAKS POWER to POWER
Voters can now dictate solutions to politicians.
Puts ALL Americans at the negotiating table.

ALL ELSE has FAILED
If candidates, nonprofits, and marches could
solve our problems, they would have by now.

SOLVES ALL our MODERN PROBLEMS
Keeps 90% of our foundations and rights intact.
Adds modern solutions our old Constitution lacks.

POLLING is POWER
If nonprofits, celebrities and voters share
with their members, followers, friends and families,
polling-driven politicians will ratify it.

TheValentineConstitution.com

AMENDING is CONSTITUTIONAL
Uses the amendments clause
to bring to a vote what the people want.

SIMPLE SHARING APP
The largest political site and app on earth
spoon feeds bite sized info shareable in 3 clicks.
A 300 page book explains the ramifications.
The Valentine Constitution App

(305) 535-3000
Info@TheValentineConstitution.com
#TheValentineConstitution

ValentineForPresident.com

VALENTINE was raised on a Virginia farm near the
Shenandoah River and the Blue Ridge Mountains in a
county adjacent to where Jefferson, Madison and Mason
grew up on farms. After skipping 11th grade, he
graduated from high school with a 4.0 GPA, then
attended The University of Virginia where he began
work recodifying the laws of the United States. After
graduating in 3 years, he simultaneously ran precinct
operations for both the John Warner for US Senate and
the Frank Wolf for US Congress campaigns.
In the early 1980s he traveled the world researching governments using his NY Elite modeling
credentials to pay for the trip. He furthered his graduate studies at UCLA, UNLV and UM.
Valentine has devoted most of his tireless life to finding effective solutions to America’s social,
political and governmental problems, culminating in The Valentine Constitution. He is the
author of the The Valentine Constitution book, an exposition of his constitution and vision for
America. Valentine is an American philanthropist, philosopher, poet, author, lyricist, singer,
songwriter, music producer, actor, screenwriter, movie producer and director.

VALENTINE wrote and recorded a 50 song Showtunes library in Las Vegas along with two musical screenplays
that include the songs. He also created three SongBooks, narrations of the synopses interspersed with recorded
samples of the songs. He wrote, produced and recorded a 50 song Country Pop library on Music Row in Nashville.
A dozen of the songs are political with punchy political music videos to elucidate his points. He authored the books
Lyrics by Valentine and Poems by Valentine, and has written over 30 screenplays, some of which he's adapted as
ScreenBooks for casual reading: Collapse, Angel's Playground, Played.

VALENTINE wrote, produced, directed and stars in the feature length motion pictures "Romantic Schemer" and
"4/11" both shot on film in Miami.

Info@TheValentineConstitution.com

TheValentineConstitution.com

The Valentine Constitution App

